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SCHOOL PERSONNEL SURVEY
Before you begin, please read the following information.
You are being asked to complete this survey as part of a project to help all members of
the school community (students, parents, and school faculty) understand how everyone
feels about your school.
As you respond to each item, focus on your thoughts and feelings based on your
own personal experiences as a student at your school.
There are no right or wrong answers—we just want to know how you feel.
Your responses will provide us with important information to help your school
become even better.
All your responses are completely anonymous, and no one from your school will
ever see your answers. No identifying information (name, ID, classroom, or
survey ID) will be connected to your answers.
Please try to respond to all applicable items. Certain items may not be relevant to
those of you who are not classroom teachers. For those items, please choose the
“Does Not Apply” response.
The survey should take you approximately 20 minutes to complete.
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Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree Nor
Disagree (Neutral)

Agree

Strongly Agree

Does Not Apply

Think about your experience in your school as you read
each statement below. Then fill in the circle that best
describes how much you agree or disagree with each
statement. If you don’t think the statement applies to you, fill
in the circle for “Does Not Apply.”

1.

This school encourages students to get involved in extracurricular activities.













2.

Adults in this school are good examples of the values the
school teaches (like respect, responsibility, and fairness).













3.

In this school, adults teach students to express emotions in
proper ways.













4.

The administration at this school is fair in the way they allocate
resources.













5.

This school encourages staff to get involved in extra-curricular
activities.













6.

Students in this school respect each other's differences (for
example, gender, race, culture, disability, sexual orientation,
learning differences, etc.).













7.

The administration at this school provides teachers with
opportunities to work together collaboratively.













8.

In this school, we teach ways to resolve disagreements so that
everyone can be satisfied with the outcome.













9.

This school encourages all families to be part of school events.













10.

Most staff in this school are generous about helping others
with instructional issues.













11.

Many students in this school will try to stop other students from
threatening or harassing others using social media.











12.

Teachers encourage students to try out their own ideas.













13.

It is common for students to tease and insult one another.















